In this paper we present a set of experiments and analyses on predicting the gender of Twitter users based on languageindependent features extracted either from the text or the metadata of users' tweets. We perform our experiments on the TwiSty dataset containing manual gender annotations for users speaking six different languages. Our classification results show that, while the prediction model based on language-independent features performs worse than the bag-of-words model when training and testing on the same language, it regularly outperforms the bag-of-words model when applied to different languages, showing very stable results across various languages. Finally we perform a comparative analysis of feature effect sizes across the six languages and show that differences in our features correspond to cultural distances.
Introduction
Gender prediction is a well-established task in author profiling, useful for a series of downstream analyses (Schler et al., 2006; Schwartz et al., 2013; Bamman et al., 2014) as well as predictive model improvements (Hovy, 2015) . Most existing work on predicting gender focuses on exploiting the linguistic production of the users (Koppel et al., 2003; Schler et al., 2006; Kucukyilmaz et al., 2006; Burger et al., 2011; Miller et al., 2012; Rangel et al., 2016) , just rarely using nonlinguistic information such as metadata (Plank and Hovy, 2015) or visual information (Alowibdi et al., 2013) .
In this paper we investigate the possibility of predicting gender of a Twitter user regardless of the language used in his or her tweets. We perform our experiments on an existing dataset of Twitter users speaking six different languages that were manually annotated for their gender. Our language-independent gender predictor relies on general linguistic features, such as the usage of punctuation, and non-linguistic features calculated from Twitter metadata, such as the user interaction in the form of replying, retweeting and favoriting, time of posting, color choices, client usage etc.
The potential of a language-independent procedure for gender prediction is substantial both for the field of natural language processing where using extra-linguistic variables is currently gaining momentum, as well as disciplines from social sciences and the humanities working with usergenerated content, where such factors have a long tradition. We believe that building such languageindependent procedures is the only tractable way of moving forward given the number of different languages used in social media and the existence of training data only for a few high-density languages.
In the next section we briefly describe the dataset we performed our experiments on, in Section 3 we describe our language-independent features, in Section 4 we give the experimental setup of our gender prediction experiments, while in Section 5 we present the gender prediction results, as well as a series of analyses of the feature spaces across languages. In Section 6 we give some conclusions and directions for further research.
The Dataset
In our experiments we fully rely on the TwiSty corpus which was developed for research in author profiling. It contains personality (MBTI) and gender annotations for a total of 18,168 authors posting in German, Italian, Dutch, French, Portuguese or Spanish. The manual gender annotations in the TwiSty corpus are based on the user's name, handle, description and profile picture and follow the performative view of gender, i.e., that gender is discriminated by performances that respond to societal norms or conventions (Larson, 2017) . The corpus is distributed in the form of Twitter user IDs and specific tweet IDs of that user.
In this work we use only the user IDs and their gender and language annotations to collect timelines of users through the Twitter API. For each user we collect up to 3,200 tweets (API restriction) and discard users with less than 100 tweets. By doing so we collected 45 million tweets for 16,156 users across the six languages.
The Features
In this section we present the 51 user-level features which we consider to be good feature candidates for language-independent gender prediction. These features follow one of the four following feature types:
• perc -percentage of user tweets satisfying a condition (like the percentage of tweets containing emojis)
• mean -mean of a continuous tweet-level variable (like the mean of the posting hour)
• med -median of a continuous tweet-level variable
• var -variance of a continuous tweet-level variable
• user -variables derived from user-level metadata (such as the average number of tweets published daily)
Following the perc type, we define the following features: usage of various clients for posting the tweets (Android, iOS, web), presence of specific textual elements (emojis, emoticons, URLs, hashtags, mentions, commas, ellipses, questionmarks, exclamation marks) and criteria depending on tweets' metadata (replies, posting during working hours, posting during weekends, truncated tweets, favorited tweets, quotes, retweeted tweets).
By following the three types, mean, med and var, we encode the following distributions in our feature space: retweet count, favorite count, posting hour, day of week the tweet was posted and tweet length.
The last feature type, user, is used to encode the following information: average daily number of tweets, overall number of tweets, number of tweets the user has favorited, number of followers, number of friends, the ratio of follower to friend numbers, number of lists the user is on, whether the user has a background image defined, whether the user has the default profile image, whether the user has a profile description, whether the user has a location defined, and red, green and blue color component intensity (two-digit hexadecimal code from the RGB color definition) of the user's text and background color.
Experimental Setup
In this section we outline the setup of our gender classification experiments, whose results we report in Section 5.1.
We train models based on standardized (zero mean, unit variance) language-independent features described in the previous section with support vector machines (SVMs) using a radial basis function (RBF) kernel and optimizing the γ and C hyperparameters via 5-fold cross-validation.
To have a reasonable point of comparison for our language-independent models, we built bagof-words (BoW) models on a concatenation of all tweets of a user by using lowercased character 5-grams as features and an SVM with a linear kernel.
We use character 5-grams as they have proven in our initial experiments to yield better results than words or character n-grams of different length. We use a linear kernel and not the RBF one in these experiments as the number of features is much higher than the number of instances. We do not perform any input processing except lowercasing as we expect useful signal for the task to be present in non-alphabetic characters, URLs, hashtags, mentions etc.
The number of features in our BoW models ranges from 6.2 million for German to 51.2 million for Spanish.
We discriminate between in-language and Table 1 : Gender classification results on the six languages (rows), columns encoding the testing language (Lang), number of instances (Inst. #) and the weighted F1 results on most-frequent class baseline (MFC), in-language bag-of-words (ILBoW), average cross-language bag-of-words (CLBoW) and the six language-independent models. Bold results outperform the corresponding BoW baseline.
cross-language experiments. In all in-language experiments we perform 5-fold cross-validation, while in cross-language experiments we simply apply the model from the training language on the test language dataset. We use weighted F1 as our evaluation metric and the most-frequent class baseline as our weak baseline.
Results
In the first part of this section we report on the gender classification results while in the second part we perform a series of feature analyses.
Gender Classification
We report results on gender classification in Table 1. Each of the rows represents the evaluation on a specific language encoded in the first column. The second column contains the number of instances, i.e., users available per language. The next column encodes the most-frequent class baseline (MFC) while the two columns that follow contain the bag-of-words results, either in the inlanguage setting (ILBoW) or the cross-language setting (CLBoW) for which, due to space constraints, we report only the average results over the five different languages.
In the remaining six columns we report the results obtained with models based on the languageindependent features trained on specific language datasets. If the training language is the same as the testing language, we report the 5-fold crossvalidation results. The results given in bold are of those systems that perform better than the BoW model with the same training and testing language.
The first observation we make is that all the models outperform the MFC baseline significantly. In-language BoW models perform, as expected, in all cases better than the average crosslanguage BoW model. They also perform better than most language-independent models, the Italian one being an exception. In cases where the training and testing language differ, in most cases the models based on language-independent features outperform the BoW models. We can observe a positive effect of the training data size on most of the BoW models since in the three languages with less training data (first three rows) CLBoW models outperform the languageindependent ones only in three (20%) settings, while for the last three languages this is the case in five (33%) settings.
Finally, the language-independent models show much more consistent results than BoW models in the cross-lingual setting with an average per-language variance of the cross-lingual experiments of 0.001 for language-independent models and 0.01 for BoW models.
Feature Analysis
To obtain a better understanding of the informativeness of specific features for the task at hand, we performed a univariate analysis of each feature in each language. On a scaled (zero mean, unit variance) dataset of each language, we ranked the features by the p-value of the Mann Whitney U test. 1 In Table 2 we present features ranked by the average rank throughout our six languages. Due to space constraints we present only the 30 highest ranked features.
Each feature in each language is quantified by the effect size of the gender-conditioned distributions which we simply calculate as the difference Table 2 : Representation of 30 (out of 51) features with the highest average rank across languages. Each feature in each language is represented through the difference between feature means of the female and male subsets in a standardized dataset. Red encodes higher female mean, blue male.
in the mean of the female and the male subsample. A positive value therefore means that female users have a higher average value of that feature than male users, and vice versa. Let us repeat that these calculations were performed on scaled data, therefore these quantifications are comparable across variables. To simplify the reception of the data, we color the background of each cell either with red (female) or blue (male) with the color intensity corresponding to the effect size.
Such a feature representation enables a comparison of various features, as well as identical features across languages. Given the good results of the classification task presented in the previous subsection, we hypothesize that the effect sizes, and especially their signs, should correspond between languages.
This hypothesis is largely confirmed, especially on the highest ranked features. The three highest ranked features -percentage of emoji usage, mean retweet count and intensity of the red component in the background color -signal that the user is female across all the six languages. The two features that follow -percentage of tweets containing URLs and percentage of tweets sent from an iOS device -are indicative of the male gender, again, across all the languages. Among the top 20 features, 5.3 out of 6 features on average have an identical sign, while among the top 30 features this is the case for 5.1 features. Regarding the use of emojis and emoticons, is it quite interesting that emojis are in all six languages preferred by the female gender while emoticons are preferred, again in all six languages, by the male gender. Male users tend to use more questionmarks, hashtags and share their location across all languages, while female users tend to produce more tweets per day, tweets of varying length, favorite more tweets and use more of the red color component in the tweet text, again, across all the languages.
Finally, given that there still is variation in our feature effect sizes across languages, we investigated whether this variation follows cultural differences between the speakers of the six languages. To investigate this matter we represented each of the six languages as a vector of the 51 effect sizes from Table 2 and performed agglomerative clustering of the six languages by using the Euclidean distance and the complete agglomeration method. The resulting dendrogram is presented in Figure 1 .
The dendrogram shows that the difference between the features across languages corresponds to the linguistic as well as cultural distance of the cultures the languages are dominant in. We argue that the measured differences are mostly due to cultural differences as just the small number of punctuation-based variables, more precisely 4 out of 51, have any linguistic merit while the rest of the variables encodes other behavioral differences.
The two languages with the most similar feature effect sizes are Portuguese and Spanish, this cluster being expanded with French and then Italian. At a similar distance threshold point, German and Dutch are merged into one cluster.
Some of the variables that support such a clustering outcome are (1) the percentage of tweets that are retweeted which tends to be higher for male users in German and Dutch and for female users in the remaining languages, (2) the average posting hour that is higher for male Portuguese and Spanish users and female users in the remaining languages, (3) the average number of favorites per tweet which is higher for male users in French, Portuguese and Spanish and female users in the remaining languages (4) the percentage of tweets that are quotes which is higher among male users in German and Dutch and among female users in the remaining languages and (5) the variance of posting hour which is higher for female users in Portuguese and Spanish and for male users in the remaining languages.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a first run at the problem of language-independent gender identification among Twitter users. We have shown that with 51 language-independent features in the cross-lingual setting we regularly beat the bag-of-words baseline, and, furthermore, that the language-independent models have a ten times smaller F1 variance, which proves for our models to be more robust than the bag-of-words models, and therefore more reliably applicable to new languages.
We have analyzed the effect sizes of specific features among languages and have shown that our features regularly correspond across languages which also explains why the models work reliably across languages. By performing hierarchical clustering over languages represented through feature effect sizes we have shown that the difference in feature values across languages corresponds to the cultural distances of the speakers of those languages.
While the results presented in this paper are promising, there is a series of open questions that have to be explored. The most pressing one is the representativeness of users in the TwiSty corpus as they are Twitter users that have self-reported their personality test results. A way of measuring this representativeness is to apply these models to another gender prediction dataset. Further features should also be explored (network-based, image content etc.), as well as the potential of building additional language-independent author profiling models, such as age or educational level predictors.
